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PROP WEAPONS CATALOG
NOTE: PHOTOS ARE NOT TO SCALE

5” Derringer Pistol. Popular around the world since the 1860’s

Luger Pistol. Used by German military during WW1 and WW2

7” Flintlock Derringer. Popular in Europe and U.S. from the 1700s to mid-1800s

Flintlock Pistol. Popular around the world in the 1700s and 1800s
Ball and Cap Revolver. Used in American Civil War and Old West. Late 1800s

Revolver. Used throughout the world since mid-1800s. Popular in Old West

Ball and Cap Revolver. Used throughout the world in 1800s
Double Barrel Sawed Off Shotgun. Popular throughout the world in 1900s

Revolver. Police “38 Special”. Popular in US during 1900s

Revolver. Use throughout the world since mid-1800s.

Revolver .44 Magnum. Made famous by Dirty Harry movie. Popular since 1970s
Semi-Automatic .32 Cal. Pistol. Used throughout the world since early 1900s

Semi-Automatic .45 Cal. Pistol. Popular since early 1900s (2 in inventory)

Semi-Automatic 9mm Pistol. Used by militaries since mid-1900s (2 in inv.)
Semi-Automatic 9mm Pistol. Civilian model popular since 1980s

Semi-Automatic 9mm Pistol. This model popular with Police/SWAT since 1980s

Air Pistol. Designed to look like a modern semi-automatic
9mm Submachine Gun. Popular around the world since the 1960s

Uzi Auto. Pistol w/ Silencer. Popular around the world since the 1980s (2 in inv.)

WW2 German MP-40 “Schmeisser”. Two in inventory, see below

“Schmeisser” with folding stock extended. Used by Axis forces in early 1940s
Thompson “Tommy” Gun. Popular with American gangsters in 1920s and 1930s

9mm Automatic Rifle. Popular with Police and Militaries since 1970s

M16 w/ Collapsing Stock. Popular with Special Forces since 1980s (6 in inv.)

M16. Used by the American military since the early 1960s

Winchester Repeating Rifle. Made famous during Old West and still popular

M1 Semi-Auto. “Garand” Rifle. Used by American military during WW2
Double Barrel Shotgun. This version popular around the world since mid-1800s

Ball and Cap Rifle. Popular in America from mid to late 1800s

AK47 with Banana Clip and Round Ammo Drum (captured in Iraq)

AK47 with attached Banana Clip. Pop. Around world since 1950s (5 in inv.)

Rocket Propelled Grenade (RPG) w/ Launcher (2 in inv.). Have 5 extra grenades.
Homemade Bomb or Gas Grenade

7” Pipe Bomb

8” Knife

12” Knife and Sheath (knife cannot be removed from sheath)

11” Commando Knife and Sheath (knife cannot be removed from sheath)
11” Wooden African Ceremonial Knife

7.5” Knife or Shiv

22.5” Machete

5’ 7” Wooden “Caveman” Spear

7’ 11” U.S. Military Guide-On or Renaissance Spear
35” Samurai Sword and Sheath with Display Stand

22.5” Medieval Dagger with Sheath

Hatchet

Belt Ammo for Machine Gun and Ammo Box
TNT Suicide/Homicide Belt (2 in inventory)

Plastic Explosive Suicide/Homicide Belt

Military Chest Pouch for Ammo Clips and Grenades (11 in inventory)

Desert Headdress (3 in inventory)
Special Forces/Swat Tactical Vest (3 in inventory)

Special Forces/Swat “PASGT” Combat Helmet (3 in inventory)